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Agility and innovation are necessary to acheive global excellence and customer value in twenty-first

century business; yet most approaches to business process engineering in existence today sacrifice

these in favor of operational efficiency and economics. Moreover, the IT systems used to automate

and encapsulate business processes are inflexible and unable to respond to the constantly changing

business environment. Mitra and Gupta provide insight to close this gap – they show how innovation

can be systematized with normalized patterns of information, how business processes and information

systems may be tightly aligned, and how these processes and systems can be designed to automatically

adapt to change by re-configuring shared patterns of knowledge. The authors present a modular

approach to building business systems that parallels that of object oriented software. They describe

how business knowledge can be identified, encapsulated, and shared, as well as how reusable process

modules can be developed to offer the systems flexibility. The book provides practical templates

required for accelerating integration, analysis, and design. Mitra and Gupta lay the foundation of a

new paradigm in which computers manipulate meanings, not blind symbols.

This book will appeal to consultants, analysts, and managers in IT firms looking to develop new,

more flexible products for their clients. It will also be of interest to researchers and graduate students

in business, management, and IT. By deeply integrating business knowledge and processes with IT

systems design, this book is a valuable addition to both communities.

Amit Mitra is Managing Consultant at Headstrong LLC, in addition to President and Principal

Consultant at Sprybiz LLC. He is an alumnus of KPMG and former Chief Methodologist of the

American International Group.

Amar Gupta holds a number of positions at the University of Arizona, Tucson. He is Professor of

Entrepreneurship and MIS; Thomas R. Brown Chair in Management and Technology; and Senior

Director for Research and Business Development at the Eller College of Management; and he is

Professor of Computer Science in the College of Science. In addition, he serves as Visiting Professor,

Engineering Systems Division, College of Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT).
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Foreword

The health and well-being, and today the very survival, of an enterprise depend on its

ability to respond and adapt in timely, innovative, and effective manners. The relatively static

behaviors of the past have been changed unalterably by the explosion of telecommunication

and information technologies/capabilities as typified through the emergence of the World-

Wide Web (W3). Enterprises are learning to adapt to the challenges of the new global

business and national security environment by exploiting the same capabilities that are

driving the dynamic environment, telecommunications and IT. In essence, information and

the knowledge derived therefrom have emerged as key assets of the enterprise in responding

and adapting to the demands of the global environment.

The experiences over the past decade for a wide variety of enterprises, including both

governmental and commercial entities, are reflected by more failures than successes in

embracing successful strategies and solutions for creating, engineering, and evolving the

knowledge system that serves the enterprise most effectively. Certainly, problems have

arisen through failures of leadership and management, who have been unable to break

the static behaviors and narrow organizational views that served them well in the past.

On the other hand, engineers, given responsibility for exploiting information technologies

to meet the information needs of leadership and management for knowledgeable decision

making, have found the challenges of dealing with the complex event-driven environments

and the complex array of enterprise stakeholders and systems vastly more difficult than the

systems engineering problems of the past.

From both successful and failed efforts, there is an ever-growing body of knowledge

about some of the keys to successfully reengineering the global enterprise as a flexible

and adaptive entity. The concepts that are seeing increasing attention include enterprise

architecting, service-oriented architectures, business process modeling, enterprise and e-

business patterns, enterprise systems engineering, and agile development methods. All of

these approaches and methods contribute to one or more of the fundamental advantages that

are driving the developments. These advantages span a number of enterprise dimensions

and can be summarized in the following way:
� Strategic focus: provides a basis for understanding the contributions of complex, large,

distributed information systems in achieving enterprise goals and missions.
� Broadened communications: enhances communication across the enterprise community

from leaders/managers/users to engineers/developers/testers.

xv
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xvi Foreword

� Performance and QoS: improves performance and quality of service (QoS) for decision

support and knowledge-based decision making.
� Timely and flexible response: enables flexibility for timely and effective response to new

and unexpected situations.
� Integration and interoperable operations: enables mechanisms for assuring integrated

and interoperable applications, both among legacy and new systems.
� Commercial technology evolution: facilitates the introduction and effective use of rapidly

changing commercial information systems and technology.
� Cost-effective migration: establishes a foundation for value-based thinking, analysis of

alternatives, and investment planning to establish cost-effective system evolution.
� Organizational efficiencies: allows organizational efficiencies due to reduced staffing

requirements, easier system evolution process, etc.

But from reviewing and assessing a myriad of enterprise developments, it is apparent that a

much deeper understanding is needed to increase the probability of success for enterprises

working to meet the challenges of the global environment. In this book, complemented

by their earlier book, Agile Systems with Reusable Patterns of Business Knowledge, the

authors provide a very comprehensive and integrated perspective on the range of topics

mentioned above. Starting from basic principles, the book presents an approach to enterprise

reengineering that merits careful attention and thoughtful application. As they say in the

Preface, the book provides a description of a “hidden and elegant theoretical framework:

a framework that is a direct bridge between business process engineering and systems

engineering.” The approach that is presented is ambitious and provocative, and commands

thoughtful consideration from developers and researchers in this field of ever-increasing

importance.

Harold W. Sorenson

Professor of Engineering Systems

Faculty Director

Graduate Program in Architecture-based

Engineering of Enterprise Systems

Jacobs School of Engineering

Rady School of Management

University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, CA 92037

[Former Chief Scientist, US Air Force;

Former Senior Vice President and General

Manager for Air Force Systems at MITRE;

Former Chief Engineer for AF Electronic

Systems Center]
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Preface

Why this book? – Because it is a book begging to be written. The real world is chaotic and

never stands still. Businesses constantly strive to re-invent themselves under continual, and

often intense, pressures of competitive, regulatory, and technological change. The pivotal

issue in business computing lies in incorporating new learning in automated information

systems; adding to what is already known and adapting automatically as perspectives and

priorities continually change. This is the challenge for which we have sought the answers

presented in this book.

Where did it all start? It was 1992. One of the authors was the Chief Methodologist for the

American International Group, an unusual global corporation that believed in turning on a

dime. The firm needed a systems development discipline to facilitate nimble and innovative

business practices. Thus a truly exciting and wonderful journey began – a journey we

want to share with you. In this book, you will find readily usable patterns and models you

can leverage to establish business requirements, object models, and knowledge bases to

support the agile and exacting business needs of the twenty-first century. You will also find

the exciting and simple beauty of a framework that is the direct bridge between business

process engineering and systems engineering. Yes, it is a proven framework that works for

every industry and business application we have tested it on – from telecommunications to

insurance, from financial services to manufacturing.

In the chapters that follow, we will share with you not only how this framework works in

practice, but also how it actually anticipates key requirements even before users articulate

them, such as those that flowed from strategic shifts in the regulatory bedrock of the US

telecommunications industry. The theoretical foundation of the approach is not only deep,

but also elegant in its simplicity.

Where will it eventually lead? In the short term, it can make your business more agile. It

can provide reusable models, processes, and business knowledge components to compress

your time to market new or improved products, services, and processes. It can also show

you how you can compress systems development and integration times. However, it is the

vision at the end of this journey that is the most fascinating of all. The concepts in this book

can provide the foundation of disciplines that can make business systems truly maintenance

free – systems based on software that can automatically adapt to change and chaos. These

systems can be supported by automated intelligent agents1 that will, some day, maintain

1 The “Intelligent agents” section of the Bibliography at the end of this book lists papers that describe agent

technology and the-state-of-the-art.

xvii
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xviii Preface

software and respond to environmental change at the speed of thought, a vision we will

share with you at the end of this book.

As practitioners, managers, and teachers in the field of information systems, we often

talk of change control. Change plays havoc with our plans and products. However, the

wealth in the knowledge economy will flow from global excellence, thriving on change and

innovation. The only justification for technology will, and must be, change facilitation, not

change control. Are we ready?

“Wouldst thou,” – so the helmsman answered

“Learn the secret of the sea?

Only those who brave its dangers

Comprehend its Mystery!”

(Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,

The Galley of Count Arnaldos)
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